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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/18/2024

Description 2024 Alliance RV Avenue 32RLS, Alliance RV Avenue 32RLS fifth wheel highlights:
16 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator Kitchen Island Queen Bed Slide Full Bathroom Rear Living
Area A kitchen island with countertop space makes it easy to prepare meals in
this fifth wheel! The floating dinette table has two chairs on one side and a
movable ottoman with flip up storage on the other side to keep your games or
extra table cloths in. You can store your dishes and snacks inside the
hutch/pantry or in the second pantry. The front private bedroom has a queen bed
slide but can be switched out for the optional king bed if you like. There is also a
dresser and large wardrobe for storage, and either side of the wardrobe has been
prepped for a washer and dryer which you could add for those extended trips. The
rear living area has dual recliner theater seating across from an entertainment
center which has a 50" class HDTV with hidden storage behind it and is also on a
swing mount for all to see even at the rear sleeper sofa! A benchmark chassis
creates a space saver upper deck with each one of these Avenue fifth wheels by
Alliance RV! The 101 in. wide-body construction gives you more room to walk
around and the flush slide out floors throughout prevent any tripping. There are
Azdel composite sidewalls inside and out, and a seamless fully walkable PVC
roof for extreme durability, zero maintenance, and it is more solar reflective
because of the bright white color. Twin 13,500 BTU A/C units provide 27,000
BTUs of cooling power which are ultra quiet and independently controlled keeping
you comfortable during your entire trip. And, the fully enclosed and heated
underbelly means that you can extend your camping season into the colder
months if you like. You are sure to love the "no carpet zone" making each Avenue
easy to clean and allergen free, not to mention pet friendly with vinyl flooring
throughout. And, strategically placed Atrium windows in the bedroom and living
area will not only provide more light, cross ventilation and fresh air, but bring a
spectacular view of your surroundings right inside. You can maximize your space
throughout with innovative storage solutions like the hidden storage behind the
TV, inside the end tables, ottoman, and dinette chairs. Come choose your favorite
model today!
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 94118
VIN Number: 7M5FA3521RA008999
Condition: New
Length: 35
GVW: 13995
Sleeps: 4
Slideouts: 3

Item address Toms River, New Jersey, United States
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